




Here's an example of how one photographer successfully used a 
catalog. 'Artwear" is a store in New York City's trendy Soho district 
that specializes in selling jewelryas art; that is, jewelryof innovative 
and exceptional design. When the store decided to produce a 
catalog featuring the creations that i t  sells, the store's founder and 
owner, Robert Lee Morris, collaborated on the production of a 
catalog with fashion photographer Klaus Laubmayer. 

What they produced was a combination of Morris's understanding 
of the jewelry plus Laubmayer's artistic photographs, which accu- 
rately rendered the emotional feeling Morris wanted the jewelry to 
convey. The result was a handsome, 60-page catalog, which both 
Artwear and Laubmayer used as a promotional piece. Amear sent 
the catalog to a select group of clients who purchase the expensive 
works; Laubmayer did his mailing to members of the New York 
fashion press, from whom he received a lot of publicity. Laubmayer 
subsequently received several offers to shoot work for various cli- 
ents. He was also able to sell some of the photographs taken for the 
catalog to Stem, the West German magazine. 

CALENDARS AND POSTERS 
These two forms of promotion are among the most prestigious- 
and therefore, most expensive-types of effort. The rule of thumb 
here is excellence in every phase of production, beginning with the 
photography and design, and ending with high-quality production. 

If done correctly, a calendar or poster can be the most successful 
type of promotion you can create. What you're attempting to gain 
here is that most prized possession: a spot on an art directork or art 
buyer's wall. There, your work will not only be seen constantly by 
that recipient, but everyone else who enters his or her office. Some 
of these efforts become so popular that they are requested by other 
art buyers who didn't receive one first time around. 

Let's take a look at two photographers who have used these types 
of romotion with qreat success. 

h s h a  Long island-based commercial photographer. 
He iilho II~I~#~I~,II \  to be the official photographer for the New York 
lslandcrs I~trckry team. Everv year, he sends out n calcndar with 
each rnonlh illustrated by a shot of the Islanders in action. 

"We had a casino that was willing to sporlsor th(% c;llc~iti;~r. witll 
l l ~ c  lslandc~rs pul)lishing it." I<c.n~ic~tt rrc;111s. "Whilr thv Isli~ritlc~rs 

have the right to use my photographs in any of their publications, the 
calendar was a gray area. However, I told the team owners they could 
use the photos in the calendar, as long as they gave me enough to 
send to my clients. The total press run is 20,000 and the team gives 
them out to the fans during the first game of the season." 

With his calendar, Bennett is confirming in people's minds, es- 
pecially those of prospective clients, that he is a great photographer, 

I 
associated with one of the most successful sports franchises in 
modern history The inherent message is that i f  the New York Is- 
landers have confidence in his ability, then you can too. It's a tough 
argument to contradict. 

1 New York photographer William Coupon created a minor stir 
among the advertising community when he published his first 
promotional poster. Coupon gathered 56 color photographs of the 

1 famous-and not-so-famous-people he had photographed, and 
had them all printed together, side-by-side. on one poster. This 
myriad of faces included such diverse personalities as performance 
artist Laurie Anderson, Olympic diver Greg Louganis, astronaut- 
turned-politician John Glenn, and actor Dustin Hoffman. 

In addition to being entertaining, well-designed, and exquisitely 
printed, the subtle message behind Coupon's poster is that he is 
capable of photographing all kinds of people, including some of the 
most famous in the world. Therefore, he is also capable of taking on 
the client's assignment. 

The promotion worked. After sending the poster to advertising 
agencies, magazines, and photo galleries, Coupon hit pay dirt. 

"I'm getting advertising work as a result of the poster, gallery 
shows too," he reveals. In fact, the poster was so successful that 
Coupon is producing two more. 

"It took me months to design them."Coupon says. "One poster is 
a single, black-and-white portrait of the 'Talking Heads" David 
B.yrne. The other is a series of 14 environmental portraits. I also 
expect to do more posters in the future. 

"With these efforts, I'm going for a long-term effect. They're for all 
time, not just typical stuff. Iget calls forthem everyday Theyeducate 
people as to the style of photography I do." 

It's hard to predict what the long-term effect of Coupon's posters 
will be, but if it's anything like the short-term, he'll be promoting 
himscxlf into more and more jobs. 
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